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houses, shops and chapels in volcanic mud and 
ash. Ryan grew up in the UK, but Plymouth was 
her birthplace, somewhere she had travelled to  
as a child but could no longer revisit as an adult. 
Nearly 20 years later, after decades of busy 
making and showing, much of Ryan’s work was 
destroyed in the fire at the Momart warehouse  
in east London.

Both these catastrophes are marked in subtle 
form. During her lockdown-fragmented residency  
at Spike Island, Ryan made glazes using volcanic  
ash from the Soufrière Hills – they gloss the surface 
of ceramic pods, amongst other things. The material 
now entombing Plymouth becomes one of the layers 
coating forms and holding them stable. The exhibi-
tion also revisits formal territory that Ryan explored 
in lost works of the 1980s and 1990s. Her interest in 
the serial forms of museum storage, cataloguing and 
caretaking manifests in displays using functional 
shelving, archive boxes and glass-topped tables.

Clusters of enigmatic objects are arranged  
on small supports or doilies, recalling the altars, 
reliquaries and offerings that Ryan started to explore 
after a Boise Travelling Fellowship trip took her  
to Nigeria in 1981. Some are clustered around the 
wall at one end of Spike Island forming an informal 
shrine and marking the site as somehow significant. 
It looks out across a space studded with pendant 
crochet nets in bright colours, suspended from  
the ceiling as if liquid droplets, each carrying a 
burden of tropical seeds or fruit: treasures that 
might drift and be carried by the sea to put down 
roots on fresh shores.

The site is significant, of course. In A Kick in  
the Belly, Stella Dadzie describes Bristol’s extraordi-
nary growth and prosperity in the 18th century, 
during which the city’s merchants ‘financed over 
2,000 voyages, transporting over half a million 
enslaved Africans to the Americas’. Ryan’s residency 
in Bristol coincided with the toppling of the statue  
of Edward Colston – one episode in what demands  
to be a long public reckoning. This history may not 
be the direct subject of Ryan’s shrines, rituals and 
altars, but it is, importantly, its context: there is 
complicated work of caring to be done here. The 
artist’s repertoire of repair includes suture stitches 
threading through fruit peel, squares of gauze and 
lengths of bandage: acts of care that make evident 
past wounds.

Spike Island occupies the old Brooke Bond 
tea-packing warehouse, and Ryan seeps this history 
through the exhibition, in teabags found and made, 
and in the dark washes of tea used to dye wall-hung 
textiles into which she has stitched seed pods of 
various kinds. Against a lifetime of unstable monu-
ments, of fires, volcanoes and pandemics, why strive 
for object permanence? Better, far, to cherish disinte-
gration and, with it, the possibility of new life. 

Hettie Judah is a writer based in London.

Veronica Ryan: Along a Spectrum 
Spike Island, Bristol, 19 May to 5 September 

There is consolation to be taken from the repetition 
of humble actions – folding, wrapping, binding, 
stacking, knotting. Such small gestures bring  
order where all else offers chaos. Grief-stricken  
and helpless in the face of catastrophe, still, over this 
object, this small quarter, in this moment, tended  
by this hand, we can extend a degree of control. 

A long shelf carries Veronica Ryan’s Multiple 
Conversations, 2019–21. These are small sculptures 
laid out neatly without fuss, as if bowls on a kitchen 
counter. In one, a densely wound spiral of white 
cotton tape is punctuated with dark seeds – perhaps 
cocoa beans – patterning the pale circle with dia-
mond gaps. Milky plaster forms, as if outsized 
double-ended molars bound with blue and silver 
string, sit snugly in a bag crocheted in yellow thread. 
A silky ruff weighed down with clusters of dark 
vegetable matter has been neatly stitched from 
teabags. 

Throughout ‘Along a Spectrum’ there is play 
between found and formed materials. Sometimes 
netting that recalls mesh bags from supermarket 
citrus crates has been hand-crocheted, but not 
always; sometimes it once held oranges. There are 
real seedpods, seeds cast in tinted dental plaster, 
and bronze casts of pods hanging heavily from 
coloured threads. Sometimes the stacks of card-
board trays are just that, sometimes they hold the 
secret delight of a deep hole adorned with knotted 
threads; others have been cast, but still speckled 
with spores of pinmould that has seeped in from 
old fruit. It’s not sleight of hand, it’s a cherishing 
gesture. Everything is worthy of care, nothing 
passes unmarked. 

Definitive episodes separate Ryan from moor-
ings in her past. A series of volcanic eruptions  
in the Soufrière Hills of Montserrat in the 1990s 
left the southern part of the island uninhabitable, 
destroying the city of Plymouth and entombing 

Veronica Ryan, ‘Along a Spectrum’, installation view 
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